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DC Seniors are under attack by local and federal
agencies. With rising rents and property taxes combined
with extravagant prescription and healthcare costs, seniors
face a battle that requires the strong leadership.
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The Federal government is entwined in an “unending war”
in Iraq, sucking money from important needs such as
Medicaid. This leaves the burden on the District to pick up
the difference but apparently our leadership is not creative
enough or seemingly inclined to do so.
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We must reopen our DC General Hospital Campus. We can
reinvigorate these buildings with a state of the art long-term
assistance wing for our aging residents. And, services of
our city must focus on those who are poor Healthcare
budget increases have to be higher to meet the demands of
a growing senior population.
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Let’s stand up together for our Seniors… the folks who
have been here for many generations and helped make
this city so important in all of our lives.
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